Built-In Combination Lock – Model 77710
Installation Instructions

IMPORTANT: Front and back parts of locks must be installed paired as received. Mismatched pieces will not allow lock to function properly.

To Installer: Locking nuts are packed separately in a plastic bag containing sufficient nuts for all locks in each shipping case.

Built-in combination locks can be installed on lockers with a recessed hasp or lockers with a steel hasp.

Step 1
Open locker door, loosen and remove the nuts on the back of the hasp. Then remove the lock cover plate and the screws from the hasp.

Step 2
With dial on “0” at red marker, separate knob assembly from case assembly. DO NOT interchange knob assembly from one lock with case assembly from another.

Step 3
With one hand, insert knob assembly (with red dial marker up and dial at “0”) through holes on locker door and into two holes on case assembly. If assemblies do not fit together flush, turn knob until assemblies become flush against the front and back mating surfaces.

Step 4
Place locking nuts on screw bolts and tighten. Lock is now ready to operate on original combination. WARNING: If electric socket wrench is used, do not exert excessive pressure.